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SHAKESPEARE
in

JERUSALEM

An

into mysterious
investigation
signature,
the Bard's, in
book
possibly
6th-century
and jurist
Cornelius
by the physician
which found itsway to the
Agrippa,
in Israel.
National Library
And
few
reflectionson science and magic
By Avner Ben-Zaken

strength have's mine own."
"The Tempest"
Shakespeare's

What

which houses rare books in sciand medicine collected by Sidney
Edelstein and Harry Friedenwald.
had
come
to see
book about
16th-century
medicinal herbs, but took advantageof
the opportunity
to introduce myself to
the librarian and director of the collection, Hava Nowersztern.
have always
thought that librarians and historians
should be friends.
We held
chat in which
long friendly
told her about myself and my current
research interests.In addition to writing
about medicinal herbs,
told her about
another research project,concerning
medieval Arabic grimoire
manual
of black magic
that circulated in the
Renaissance periodand sparked the attempts to link magic and science. Among
the figures
of interestto me
mentioned
the name
of Cornelius Agrippa, magician, physician
and jurist
from the early
16th century who sought to turn magic
into the new philosophy
of science. Hava
tensed up. She said the collection contains several books by Agrippa and that
rumor
had itone contained the signature
of William Shakespeare,
no less.
"It must be his satire,'The Vanityof
Arts and Sciences,'" guessed.
"I don't know," she said. "Let's order
the books and see."
About
an
hour
later, Alexander
Gordin, from the rare books division,arrived carrying cardboard box. We took
out the books.
firstopened copy of
translation from Latin to Englishof "The
ediVanityof Arts and Sciences" (first
tion in English,
On the titlepage
.)9651
found various, largely
scrawls.
illegible
)5351-6841(
Agrippa
published this
work
after having written his masBooks
of Occult
terpiece,"Three
Room,
ence

Not onlyhad the
underlying
assumptions.
medieval universitieserred by pursuing
the Aristotelian philosophical
tradition:
Their institutionallogicand structural
rigidity
keptnew ideas from developing,
if unknowingly.
even
Instead of describing natural phenomena, Agrippa called
for uncoveringnature's operative
mechanisms as they work behind the "curtain
of natural phenomena."
inFor him, magic was not
practice
volvingoccupationwith unnatural spiritual phenomena, but the exact opposite:
an art that would expose
invisiblephysical entities (forces,
radiation,light,
par-

tides),which operate

mediators between bodies and constitute the primary
source
of motion in nature.
In order to illustratehis philosophical proposition,
Agrippa,who was also
volunteered to defend in court
jurist,
woman
who was accused of practicing
witchcraft.He took bold lineof defense,
optingto admit the deeds and deny the interpretation.
Agrippa showed that none
of the "acts of witchcraft" performed
deviated from the laws
by the woman
of nature; they only manipulatedthem.
The woman's acquittal
gave him greater
incentive to assailwitch hunts and write
what is perhaps the firstfeminist tract,
"On the Nobility
and Superiority
of the
Female Sex"
.)9251(

Testimonies

as

from

1903

Agrippa thus adopted new persona:
philosopherwho reflected on the
of natural phenomena now
purposes
became the scientist-magician
who actively
manipulatesnature, and by means
of mathematical quantification
is able
to describe the underlyingcauses
and
mechanisms
of natural phenomena.
Who
actuallydetermined that the
scrawls on the book's titlepage belongto
no
less
than Shakespeare?
personage
This copy of Agrippa'swork reached
the National Libraryby tortuous route.
From Englanditfound itsway to the New
York Public Library.
As the seal shows,
from the library
,)0151(
Philosophy"
thoughwell-justified the copy was discharged
fears kepthim from publishing
the latter
at some
pointin the early20th century.
for 20 years. In the meantime, he tried to
Libraries usuallyget rid of books when
than one copy of the
prepare the ground for his magnum
opus
they possess more
his attack on the state of
same
volume. But it'shard to believe that
by publishing
the sciences.
would forgo copy
anyone in the NYPL
For Agrippa,the sciences were
mereof book containing
Shakespeare's
signature. It is more
that itwas sold to
ly the productof scientificand institulikely
tional structure that soughtto justify
its
book collectorwho wanted to learn more
The

on the title
signatures
page.
typewrittennote attached to that
about the signapage offered hypothesis
tures. The note quotedWilliam Stoddard,
an
early 20th-centuryShakespearean
scholar who published book containing
new
information about the Bard's private

about the

life.
He examined the book and noted that
on the upper
part of the titlepage someone
had written Latin sentence
"The
secret
have's mine own"
and adjacent
to it was
signaturewhich began with
the letters "HH," followed by "Holland."
Stoddard conjectured
that the individual
in question
was
the poet and adventurer
.)3361-9651(
Hugh Holland
After
completing his studies at
Cambridge,Holland had traveled widely,
Jerusalem
and Istanbul,
visiting
Italy,
where
he was
reprimanded by the
Englishambassador for daringto speak
out publicly
againstthe monarchical establishment. After returningto London
he joinedthe group of poets and playwrightswith whom Shakespearesocialized, which probably accounts
for the
fact that an elegiac
sonnet he wrote appears in the prefaceto the First Folio of
Shakespeare's
plays.
At the bottom rightof the titlepage of
Agrippa'sbook is long,unclear signature. Stoddard believed it was

identical

as itwas
Shakespeare's,
copiedon the
second editionof his plays.

to

In the course
of my search for additional details about Stoddard,
later

found

report from

1903 in The

New

York Tribune about an exhibition of rare
books in which Stoddard's copy of the

book was
that the

on
The report noted
display.
discoveryshould stir new controversy about Shakespeare'sidentity
Stoddard apparentlysold this volume
with his stunningconjectures
about the
signatures
appended to Edelstein, who
decades later donated his impressive

collectionof

rare

books to the National

Libraryin Jeruslem.

Traces

of sorcery

am
not
Shakespearescholar;far
from it.However, in the light
of the mystery that was dropped in my lap, could
not resistasking few simplequestions.
For example,isthisreally
Shakespeare's
There are six signatures
atsignature?
tributed to Shakespeareon three different documents,
and their authenticit
is debated. One is on
from
deposition
,2161
two on real-estate documents
from
1613 and three on his last will, dated
The resemblance between the sig.6161
natures
led to the conclusion that they

are

However,
probably Shakespeare's.

for proponents of conspiracytheories
who doubt Shakespeare's
existence altogether the fact that all the signatures
date from the final years of his life underscores the fact that we know nothing
about his existence beforehand
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When
to the Folger
put this question
Shakespeare Library in Washington,
D.C., was referred to the library's
curator of manuscripts,Heather
Wolfe,
who is also an expert on signatures.
After making careful examination, she
wrote that as with everything
pertaining
to Shakespeare's
"I am
elusive identity,
of course!" She added,
highlyskeptical,
"However, there is
signaturesimilar
in William Lambarde's book
'Archaionomia,' which isalso said to have
been in the playwright's
possession."
(The latter is collectionof Saxon laws
publishedduringElizabeth I'sreign.)
Whether or not this is Shakespeare's
signature,it is clear that Stoddard,
like other researchers, far from being surprised,
actuallyexpectedto find
book by
Shakespeare'ssignatureon
Much
Agrippa.And with good reason.
ink has been spilled
in uncoverscholarly
with magic
ingShakespeare's
occupation
and sorcery. Agrippais prominentpresin various plays by Shakespeare,
ence
if he is not directly
even
mentioned. In
"The Merry Wives of Windsor," for example,Shakespearerefers to Agrippa's
notion of the magic power
that resides
in odd numbers
and writes, "They say
in odd numbers, either
there is divinity
in nativity,
chance, or death."
Agrippa writes about the importance
of the number three,and notes that in additionto the Three Graces there are also
the Three Fates, who become the three
witches in "Macbeth." For Agrippa,the
number
seven
represents stages in the
structure of the universe and in human
in "As You Like It,"Shakespeare
history;
foisted those stages on man's development from birth to old age.
Agrippa writes that love is "without
eyes, because it is above the intellect,"
and in "The Merchant of Venice" Jessica
says, "Love is blind, and lovers cannot
see
The pretty folliesthat themselves
commit." Shakespearealso found
way
to evoke in depththe mood of his heroes
and the world in which they are buffeted
as in the Richard plays,"Hamlet"
and "Macbeth"
by citingAgrippa's
recurrent
about the interpropositions
dependence between the four humors
and human
happiness or depression.
For Shakespeare,the human psyche is
lifelong
battleground
upon which people
seek to preserve the balances between
loftyideals and the limitations of daily
life,and that struggle
isthe wellspring
of
the tension in the plays
to this one

of William
portrait
Shakespeare with, inset,
the mystery signature
on

the firstedition of

Cornelius Agrippa's
"The Vanityof Arts and
Sciences

However,
the play that deals most
intenselywith questionsof magic and
in which traces remain of
readingof
Agrippa's"The Vanity of Sciences" is
the last play Shakespeare wrote alone.
"The Tempest" is the story of Prospero,

the Duke of Milan, who sold his soul to
the devil and was
sorcerer.
While he
renounced the vanitiesof politics
for occult knowledge,his brother and another
man
conspiredto depose him. Prospero
and his daughter,
Miranda, are set adrift
on
an

leakyvessel, which is sea-swept to
empty island. There, Prospero sum-

his magic powers
and foments
that bringsthe shipof his brother
and the other conspirator
to the shores of
the island not in order to take revenge,
but to rebuke them.
Prospero likens the magician to the
director who conjuresup
play.Toward
the end of "The Tempest,"Prospero looks
back on hislifeand declares his despair
of
the "vanity
of mine art,"which he prefers
to relinquish
And in an echo
altogether.
of the words written on the titlepage of
our copy
"The secret have's mine own"
Prospero says in the Epilogue,"What
strength have's mine own."
mons

storm

Magic

on

the stage

Even if Shakespeareowned or onlyperused Agrippa'sbook, how did he come
into possession
of it?An examination of
his possible
access
to philosophical
scientific literature turns up no few difficulties.Shakespearewas not educated in
the sense
of
university
graduate.Nor
were
there publiclibrariesclose to him.
And in contrast to educated people of
his time, the personallibrary
he leftbehind was quitemeager. Nevertheless, he
to important
might have gained access
works by dint of curiosity,
resourcefulness
and socialties.
to London
from
Shakespeare came
Stratford,
town, probably
provincial
in
He leftbehind, in addition to his
.0951
low social status as the son of glover,
wife and three children. Once in the big
himself. He
cityhe set about reinventing
entered the world of the publictheaters
and joinedan actors' company.
This was
new
arena,
whose basic elrelatively
ements
were
stilltaking shape. Very
quickly,
though,Shakespearefound himself hobnobbingwith those on the social
margins of the London world of learning
and culture
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At the Mermaid

■^

Tavern, and other

pubs in the area, he met poets and playwrightswho were part of circle known
as the "University
Wits," among
them
Nashe,
ChristopherMarlowe, Thomas
Robert Greene, Thomas
Kyd and others. Even though almost allof them were
graduates of Cambridge and Oxford,
they scorned the old educational establishment. In their perception,
the universitiestaughtscience, philosophy
and poetry as theoreticalbodies of knowledge,
in the Middle Ages and
which originated
became
source
of authority
for all interpretation.
They argued,instead, that
life'spractical
aspects could not only be
reflected in philosophybut should and
could shape it.Art, poetry and allof philosophyneed to be founded from the bottorn up, from reality
to idea.
Accordingly,
Englishmedieval poetry
and literature requiredan overhaul. If
creation were
to be intertwined
literary
with dailypracticalities,
it had to leave
the universities and enter

the theaters.
There, by means
of playwriting,
itwould
be possible
to fuse poetry and mythology
with contemporary languageand givethe
in narrative
broad publicaccessibility
form to philosophical
issues and national
myths that shape historical consciousness.
Thus, the English translation of
Agrippa'ssatiricalbook, which scorned
the arrogance and vanityof the sciences,
made
soft landingin theirhands.
Agrippa became one of the actors'
intellectualheroes;what he had done to
science by means
of magic,they wished
to do to literatureby means
of the theater. The firstof them to take Agrippa
seriouslywas ChristopherMarlowe
one
of those whom
proponents of the
conspiracytheoryclaim was the person
behind the playsthat Shakespeare"sup-

posedlywrote

."

nipulatenot

nature

but the audience in

the theater,which became
laboratory
of the human
sciences. There, by showing extreme cases and sharp contrasts,
he manipulatedthe emotions of the audience and extracted from the viewers
intense feelings
of expectation,
anxiety
and relief.For Shakespeare,writing
playwas
process of trialand error, and
he revised and adjusted
the text based on

THE

PHILOSOPHER
NOW
BECAME
THE SCIENTISTMAGICIAN
WHO
ACTIVELY
MANIPULATES
AND
NATURE,
IS ABLE TO
THE
DESCRIBE
UNDERLYING
AND
CAUSES
MECHANISMS
OF NATURAL
PHENOMENA

ancient German
legend tells how
Faustus sold his soul to Satan in return
for few years of the lifeof this world.
from the lower classes were
perceived
The legend was
translated into English
as impostors
and charlatans.
and Marlowe
Thomas
Nashe and Robert Greene
adapted it into
play,
"Doctor Faustus" (first
edition,
.)4061were behind the essay "A Groats worth of
Over and above matters of languageand
Wit," in which they used wordplay to inthe distributionof the text among the diftimate that Shakespearethe actor could
ferent characters, Marlowe
introduced
not be
playwrightand poet,and castisome
revisions into the plotitself.Act
gatedhim as "an upstartcrow beautified
in which Doctor
with our feathers."These were the seeds
beginswith soliloquy
Faustus talks about the vanityof mediwhich later engendered the theory that
eval science, in which scholars "level at
fictitious
Shakespearewas
figure.
the end [findthe purpose]of every art,
At the same
time, this circle was
And liveand die in Aristotle'sworks." He
of inspiraShakespeare'smajor source
declares that he "Will be as cunning as
tion,from which he broadened his intelWhose shadows [referring
lectualworld, drew contemporary terms
Agrippawas
to Agrippa'spracticeof necromancy]
and concepts and became acquainted
with
made allEurope honor him."
Agrippa'sbook. Shakespeare became
Another member
of thiscircle,satirist
more
successful than allthe rest because
Thomas Nashe, wrote
work titled"The
he had
different pointof observation.
Unfortunate Traveler," in which he menWhat rankled the group of poets about
tions several times Agrippa'spower to
Shakespeare was not only his humble
of magic into the
transform the practice
social status but also, and perhaps prinof science.
the fact that he was an actor who
philosophy
cipally,
Indeed, Nashe notes that even Thomas
and cultural
soughtto cross disciplinary
More, who visited the European contiborders and take up writing
as well.
nent, and Thomas
Cromwell, the king's
Different pointsof view gave rise to
ambassador there, were
different plays.Thus, Shakespeare,in"very urgent to
be partakerof some
rare
stead of treating
the role of playwright
experiment"of
that they might report back in
as that of
the frameAgrippa's
poet who supplies
work of the plotwhich the actors make
England.
Even
of the
use
of on the stage,wrote playsexperithough the members
like
drew
from
from the actors' viewpoint,
University Wits group
mentally,
for the antiesone who
likeAgrippa's
Agrippa the inspiration
magician mixtablishment sentiment they cultivated
es practicality
with theoryand practice,
againstthe dogma of the universities,
poetry with the vernacular. While the
of anyone who tried
circle of poets continued to apprehend
they were skeptical
in terms of poetry external
his hand at writingwithout
formal
playwriting
academic education. As is stillthe case
to acting,
Shakespeare turned the playtoday,brilliantindividuals who sprang
wright into magician seekingto ma

the audience's response over
periodbeit.
fore finalizing
Shakespearethe experimentalist
perceived the theater as
space in which all
the moral laws inculcated in the schools
and churches, in sermons
and leafletsare

suspended.In the theater,absolute good
is not the focusingof one's thoughtson
for power as such.
God; itisan aspiration
With the social and moral conventions
set aside, the theater became
laboratory of the human sciences in which the
inner workingsof the mechanism
of the
restless human struggle
are revealed by
the playwright,
thus forcingthe viewers
to observe themselves.
Was Shakespeare the theater experimentalist source
of inspiration
for the
of science in England?
experimentalists
Is itpossible
that the theater influenced
science? The paramount figure
whom the
advocates claim issecretly
beconspiracy
hind the name
Shakespeareis none other
than Francis Bacon, the Lord Chancellor
of King James
but more
the
important,
of the experimentalmajor philosopher
istdoctrine.Instead of readingthe books
of the medieval scholars, Bacon urged
direct readingof the "book of nature,"
of observation, data collection
by means
and, above all,experiments.
If the philosophers
had once
contemwhich exist in
plated first principles
their own
rightwithout human contact

An

FIRST
EXPERIMENTS
WERE
DESCRIBED
TYPE OF
AS
THE

PLAY, VIEWED
BY WITNESSES
WERE
WHO
NOT

ONLY AN AMUSED
AUDIENCE
BUT
WERE
ESSENTIAL
THE
TO ENDORSE
EXPERIMENT'S
CREDIBILITY

proposed that theybe supplanted
with "facts" created by the manipulation of nature. In the same
that
way
Shakespeareshifted the weightof gravto the actor-play
ityfrom the writer-poet
wright,Bacon wished to be attentive to
the judgment of the ordinaryperson and
came
out with the famous dictum, "[Man]
has begun to be his own
master, let him
(ifhe will)use his own judgment."As in
Globe Theater, Bacon, in
Shakespeare's
his scientificUtopia"New Atlantis,"described the central structure, Solomon's
House, as
theater hall in which experiments are conducted in view of free audience.
The advocates of experimentalism
viewed Bacon as the source
of inspiration by which experimentation
would become
the method on which allof science
isbased, but implicitly
they seem to have
taken the form from Shakespearean
theater.The firstexperimentswere
described theatrically
as
type of play,disand anticliplayingtension, expectation
max,
viewed by witnesses who were
not
only an amused audience but were also
essential to endorse the experiment's
Moreover,
the narrative
credibility.
structures of the theater were
transposed
to the writing
of laboratory
reports
In contrast to earlier scientificwriting, which possessed persuasiveness
and exemplification
internal to the text,
the text relating
to an experiment describes reality
and facts which exist in
their own
external to the text. In
right,
playthe text is distributed among the
characters and maintains rhythm and
balance until the particular
moment
at
which the hero delivers
the
soliloquy,
moment
at which he utters abstractions
in the monologue.In
and generalizations
justthe same way, in laboratory
report
more
the sci(althoughcertainly
drily)
entist describes the hypothesis,
the instruments,
the stages of the experiment,
the results and then, at particular
moment, in
concludingmonologue,seems
to subject
the experimentto abstraction
and generalization,
transforming the
conclusions from the distinctivecase of
the experimentinto sweepinggeneralizationabout the laws of nature.
The intellectualrevolution at the outset of the modern
age rested primarily
on
fusion of practiceand philosophy
that is,on how to "make
philosophi
in the words
cal citywithout philosophy,"
of Thomas More. It began with art, when
Leon Battista Alberti
)2741-404
sought
to understand the connection between "to
and transformed
paint"and
painting,
the painterinto an artist.It continued
with Cornelius Agrippa, who
wanted
to grasp the connection between
"the
and "nature," and
magicalmanipulation"
transformed the magician into
scientist.It passed through Shakespeare in
literature,as writingpoetry was bound
up with "making theater" and the playwright became the importantliterary
and
persona. The artisan,the philosopher
the poet who in ancient times purportin itself were
ed to describe reality
supersededby the artist,the scientistand
the playwright,
who set out to describe
and leftus lookinginto ourselves.
reality
Bacon
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